
CE-FD002 – full day: Visit  4 sacred temples of Bangkok 

Area :  Bangkok 
Departure :  Daily 
Duration :  8:00am – 4:00pm 
Pick up :  Hotel Bangkok 
Drop off :  Hotel Bangkok 
Operated :  Private 
Language :  English-German 
 

Wat  Phra Kaew or the Temple of the Emerald Buddha (officially known 
as Wat Phra Sri Rattana Satsadaram) is regarded as the most important 
Buddhist temple in Thailand. Located in the historic centre of Bangkok, 
within the grounds of the Grand Palace, it enshrines Phra Kaew 
Morakot (the Emerald Buddha), the highly revered Buddha image 
meticulously carved from a single block of jade. 
The Emerald Buddha (Phra Putta Maha Mani Ratana Patimakorn) is a 
Buddha image in the meditating position in the style of the Lanna 
school of the north, dating from the 15th century AD. 

 Wat Traimit, there is the world's largest solid gold Buddha image. Made of about 83% pure gold and weighing 
in at five and a half tons, the 15-foot tall seated image is worth millions of dollars at today's gold prices. The 
Golden Buddha was cast sometime in the 13th century and is an excellent example of the gracious Sukhothai 
style that is still very much in favor to this day. At some point, it was covered in plaster and lacquer, most likely 
in an attempt to hide the valuable icon from thieves or looters. The disguise was so good that everyone 
apparently forgot about what was hidden beneath. A member of King Rama III's court had the statue moved to 
Bangkok and installed in a temple near where the Oriental Hotel is today. That temple fell into disuse and was 
completely abandoned around 1931. The true nature of the Golden Buddha wasn't discovered until it was 
moved to its present location at Wat Traimit in 1955. When the image was being hoisted into its new home, the 
ropes broke, dropping the statue. Some of the plaster was chipped off, revealing the gold underneath. Bits of 
the plaster are on display in the interpretive center below the chapel. 



  
Wat  Po, possibly is this temple is the most interesting temple in Thailand as it combines history, medical science 
and is a center for meditation and traditional massage training. Its official name is Wat Phrachetuphon Vimon 
Mangkararam Ratchaworamahawihan, although it is commonly called Wat Po. Founded during the 16th century, 
Wat Pho is most famous for the golden reclining Buddha that measures 46 meters and has feet inlaid with 
mother-of pearl. In more modern times, Wat Pho has gained international recognition as a meditation centre 
and for the traditional Thai massage that is both practiced and taught here.  Bas reliefs around one of the main 
buildings depict the story of the Ramakian . The walls have marble tablets describing basic anatomy and 
treatments. In the late afternoon, traditional medicine practitioners are there to dispense herbal mixtures. 
Nearby, there is a cloister where you can have a traditional Thai massage for a very small payment. 
 
 

Wat  Arun late afternoon If you visit Wat Arun then you could see and photograph this imposing sight at sunset 
with the Chao Phraya River in the foreground. These photographs will bring back beautiful memories of Bangkok. 
The temple was built during the Ayutthaya period and was originally called Wat Makok after the name of the 
local village Tambol Bangmakok. It means "Village of Olives". Wat Arun gets its name from Aruna, the Indian god 
of the dawn, hence its common name The Temple of Dawn. Wat Arun, often called The Temple of Dawn, is one 
of the most remarkable visual identities of Bangkok. The imposing Khmer-style prang or tower is 67 meters tall 
and decorated with bits of porcelain that was used as ballast by boats coming from China. It is surrounded by 
four smaller prangs. central balcony is an ideal spot for looking across the river to The Grand Palace and The 
Temple of The Emerald Buddha.  


